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Discounting models are commonly applied to understand intertemporal choices. Similarity
models provide an alternative, attribute-based approach where people compare the similarity
of reward amounts and time delays for options and decide based on dissimilarity. Knowledge
of other people’s similarity judgments may affect an individual’s similarity judgments, which
can in turn affect subsequent intertemporal choices. We investigated the potential effects of
social influence across three studies by having participants make similarity judgments and
intertemporal choices before and after viewing other people’s similarity judgments. We found
that participants preferred larger but delayed intertemporal choice options more after they viewed
similarity judgments that suggested a preference for larger, later rewards. Additionally, this
change in preference seemed to result from a shift in participants’ personal similarity judgments
for reward amount and time delay pairs to match the social information. Our findings suggest
that social information about similarity judgments can shape intertemporal choices, which can
potentially be used to help increase people’s preferences for options that benefit them in the
long term.
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When deciding on career plans after completing a college
degree, undergraduates must choose between earning income
immediately by entering the workforce or delaying (hopefully)
greater income earnings by pursuing a graduate degree. How
might they arrive at a decision in this situation? These types
of intertemporal choices involve choosing between outcomes
that are available after different delays and usually require
a tradeoff between outcome and time with a smaller, sooner
option and a larger, later option (Read, 2004; Madden &
Bickel, 2010).
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One of the most studied mechanisms of intertemporal choice
is delay discounting, which involves generating subjective
values for options by discounting the value of outcomes by
the time delay required to receive them. Though discounting
models can describe intertemporal choice, these models can
require complex computations (Doyle, 2013; Stevens, 2016;
Goh & Stevens, 2021). Instead of generating an overall subjective value for each option, similarity models of intertemporal
choice posit that individuals compare the attributes of one
option to the corresponding attributes of other options and
make a choice based on perceived differences in the compared
attributes (Leland, 2002; Rubinstein, 2003; Stevens, 2016).
For instance, a decision maker using the similarity approach
to make an intertemporal choice between receiving $100 in
two days and $105 in five days would first compare the similarity between reward amounts (i.e., $100 vs. $105) and the
similarity between time delays (i.e., having to wait two days
vs. five days) of both options. If the decision maker judges
$100 and $105 to be similar but having to wait two days to
be dissimilar from five days, they would choose the $100 in
two days option because they would receive a similar amount
of money in a shorter period of time. Similarity models thus
provide insight into the decision-making process via similarity judgments made by the decision maker and can predict
choices more accurately compared to traditional discounting
models (Stevens, 2016).
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Social influence and choice
Since decisions are often made in a social context, social
information may influence similarity judgments. People conform to the behavior of others to gain accurate information
about their environment and to fit the social expectations
of those around them (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955; Cialdini &
Goldstein, 2004; Goldstein et al., 2008). For example, when
in the presence of peers, adolescents made more impulsive
decisions in risky choice (Gardner & Steinberg, 2005) and
discounted more in intertemporal choice (O’Brien et al., 2011;
Weigard et al., 2014). Further, highly suggestible individuals
chose the immediate option more often compared to less
suggestible individuals after they were shown responses from
hypothetical others who chose the immediate option over
the delayed option (Gilman et al., 2014). However, highly
suggestible individuals did not choose the delayed option
more often when they observed responses that chose delayed
over immediate options. Gilman et al. (2014) concluded that
decision making was altered only when individuals observed
impulsive choices because this allowed them to deviate from
social norms. Finally, people often copy the choices observed
in others even if those choices contradict their baseline preferences (Calluso et al., 2017). Collectively, research on social
influence suggest a powerful effect of social information on
intertemporal choice.
We propose that similarity judgments may act as a mechanism by which social information can influence intertemporal
choice. Specifically, the degree to which people consider
two reward amounts or time delays as similar or dissimilar
may depend on observed similarity judgments from others.
This, in turn, may lead people to use social information to
make intertemporal choices. Therefore, the social information
does not have to be directly about the choice itself but may
influence similarity judgments which then influence choice
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Research framework: social information affects intertemporal choice via the underlying mechanism of similarity judgments.

choices. When making intertemporal choices with no social
information (non-social intertemporal choice questions), participants should provide their choices based on their own similarity judgments for reward amount and time delay pairs. In
contrast, when making intertemporal choices in the presence
of information about how others have judged the similarity
of two options (social intertemporal choice questions), we
predicted that participants would adopt the similarity judgments they view and consequently base their intertemporal
choices on this social information. Since participants made
their choices individually at a computer with the knowledge
that they would not receive any actual monetary payout from
the study, our hypothesis was formed in accordance with Huh
et al.’s (2014) findings that people will choose the socially
suggested option when the stakes are low and when they make
their choices in a private setting.
Additionally, our study tested if individual proneness to suggestibility and numeracy affected the extent to which social
influence impacts similarity judgments and intertemporal
choice. For suggestibility, we predicted that participants who
were highly susceptible to suggestibility from external sources
would choose the option they see more frequently than less
suggestible participants (Gilman et al., 2014). For numeracy,
we predicted that participants with higher numeracy would
judge the values in reward amount and time delay pairs as less
similar to each other and also prefer the larger, later option in
non-social intertemporal choice questions compared to low
numeracy participants. Predictions for numeracy were made
because greater numeracy can lead people to prefer the larger,
later option in intertemporal choices, be less influenced by
option framing effects, and better evaluate everyday risks,
leading to better decision making (Cokely et al., 2012; Peters,
2012; Ghazal et al., 2014).
The current research thus integrates social influence into
the similarity model approach by investigating how social
information affects the way people judge the similarity of
choice option attributes to make intertemporal choices. We
conducted Studies 1 and 2 to investigate how intertemporal
choices are affected by knowledge of a socially suggested
option formed by seeing similarity judgments for reward
amount and time delays from other people. Study 3 then
directly tested whether people altered their personal similarity
judgments to match those of the socially suggested option.

Overview of current studies
The aim of the present research was to investigate the effects of social information on similarity judgments and subsequent intertemporal choices. To investigate how intertemporal choices may change due to shifts in similarity judgments
when under the exposure of social influence, we first collected
personal, unbiased similarity judgments for reward amount
and time delay pairs, as well as choice data for intertemporal

Study 1: Effects of social influence on intertemporal
choice
The goal of Study 1 was to provide an initial investigation of
how intertemporal choices may change due to shifts in similarity judgments when under the exposure of social influence.
In addition, proneness to suggestibility and numeracy were
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tested to explore how these factors may moderate this social
influence effect.
Methods
Participants and procedures. Participants were 69 undergraduates (43 women, 26 men; Mage = 19.78, SD = 1.95)
recruited through the undergraduate psychology study pool
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln who participated for
course research credit from April to November 2018. To
determine participant sample size, we used sequential hypothesis testing with Bayes factors (Rouder, 2014; Schönbrodt
& Wagenmakers, 2018). We calculated the Bayes factor for
the effect of social information on intertemporal choice until
we obtained sufficient information to support either the alternative or null hypothesis. This occurred after testing 115
participants, but we excluded 46 participants from analyses
because these participants either failed attention check questions that were embedded throughout the study or had nearly
exclusive preferences for one option for similarity judgment
and intertemporal choice questions. The majority of participants were white (83%; see Table S1 for detailed description). All participants received course credit and completed
an informed consent form prior to the start of the study that
was approved by the university Institutional Review Board
(protocol #18003) and conforms to US Federal Policy for the
Protection of Human Subjects. All participants acknowledged
that de-identified data could be published publicly.
Procedural overview. The study consisted of four phases.
The first phase (similarity judgment phase) prompted participants to indicate their similarity judgments for reward amount
and time delay pairs. The second phase (intertemporal choice
phase) presented participants with intertemporal choice questions formed by combining reward amount and time delay
pairs used in the previous similarity judgment phase. In the
last two phases, participants indicated their susceptibility to
social influence (suggestibility phase), comfort with numerical information, and solved mathematical problems to assess
their ability to understand numerical information (numeracy
phase). Questions were presented on computers using OpenSesame software (version 3.2.5, Mathôt et al., 2012) and participants completed the study individually in computer rooms.
Prior to beginning the first phase, an experimenter gave participants the following instructions: “The instructions for today’s
experiment will be shown on the computer screen. Remember
that there are no right or wrong answers, so please take your
time and answer each question as truthfully as possible. There
is also some scratch paper and a pen provided for you if you
want to use it at any point during the experiment.” Participants also completed two word search puzzles that served as
break segments during the study; they completed one puzzle
after the similarity judgment phase and another during the
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intertemporal choice phase. These word search puzzles were
not used in any data analyses. Following the last phase of
the study, participants answered demographic questions, were
thanked for their participation and compensated with course
research credit.
Measures
Similarity judgment phase. The first phase consisted of
an amount similarity judgment task and a delay similarity
judgment task that each featured 40 number pairs framed
in reward amounts (US dollars) and time delays (days) respectively (Table S2). Number pairs were based on a pilot
study with 23 participants that collected similarity judgments
for 56 number pairs1 . For both amount and delay similarity
judgment tasks, participants rated the similarity between two
reward amounts or time delays presented on the computer
screen (e.g., amount similarity judgment task: “Do you consider $7 and $12 to be similar or dissimilar?”, delay similarity
judgment task: “Do you consider waiting 18 days and 24 days
to be similar or dissimilar?”). The order of questions for each
similarity judgment task was randomized across participants.
Intertemporal choice phase. The second phase comprised
64 non-social and 64 social intertemporal choice questions
(Table S3). For non-social intertemporal choice questions,
participants chose between receiving a small reward amount
after a short delay (smaller, sooner option) and a large reward
amount after a long delay (larger, later option). These questions were formed by combining reward amount and time
delay pairs used in the amount and delay similarity judgment
tasks. Intertemporal choice questions were presented in eight
randomized blocks of eight questions. For half of these blocks,
reward amount pairs were held constant while time delay pairs
were varied. For example, participants answered both of these
questions: “Would you prefer to receive $4 in 17 days or
$8 in 23 days?” and “Would you prefer to receive $4 in 18
days or $8 in 25 days?”. Conversely, the remaining blocks
consisted of time delay pairs that were held constant while
reward amount pairs were varied.
For social intertemporal choice questions, participants also
made choices between smaller, sooner and larger, later options. Social intertemporal choice questions were identical to
non-social intertemporal choice questions except for the addition of similarity judgment information for reward amounts
and time delays. For each social intertemporal choice question, participants received social information in the form of
a statement informing them of the reward amount and time
1 The 56 number pairs used in the pilot study were taken from a
separate study on similarity judgment predictions in intertemporal
choice conducted by Stevens and Soh (2018). The overall similarity
rating for each pair was calculated and pairs that had similarity
ratings between 40 to 60 percent were chosen for the present study.
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delay similarity judgments made by other participants who
answered the same question. Social information for reward
amount and time delay similarity judgments were varied in
four ways: (1) reward amounts were judged similar and time
delays were judged dissimilar (delay-focused condition), (2)
reward amounts were judged dissimilar and time delays were
judged similar (amount-focused condition), (3) both reward
amounts and time delays were judged similar (similar condition), and (4) both reward amounts and time delays were
judged dissimilar (dissimilar condition). For example, a social intertemporal question in the delay-focused condition
stated: “Out of 10 individuals, most judged: $13 and $18
to be similar, 30 days and 37 days to be dissimilar. Would
you prefer to receive $13 in 30 days or $18 in 37 days?”.
Participants answered two blocks of eight questions for each
social information condition. Question blocks for social information conditions were formed using the same method as
that of non-social intertemporal choice question blocks with
the difference being that each social information condition
only had one block with reward amount pairs held constant
and one block with time delay pairs held constant.
Suggestibility phase. In the third phase, participants completed the short version of the Multidimensional Iowa Suggestibility Scale (MISS, Kotov et al., 2004). The MISS contains 21 items that measure individuals’ responsiveness to
suggestibility using a Likert-type scale. The MISS contains 5
subscales with items that assess how likely individuals will
be influenced by information in the domains of consumer
suggestibility, persuadability, sensation contagion, physiological reactivity, and peer conformity. Participants rated the
extent to which each item applied to them on a scale that
ranged from “not at all or very slightly” (1) to “a lot” (5).
Scores for each subscale were summed to derive an overall
suggestibility score for each participant, with higher scores
indicating greater proneness to suggestibility and hence social
influence (Kotov et al., 2004; Gilman et al., 2014).
Numeracy phase. The final phase comprised objective and
subjective numeracy measures. To measure objective ability
to comprehend numerical information and calculate mathematical computations, participants completed the multiple
choice format of the Berlin Numeracy Test (BNT, Cokely et
al., 2012). Participants answered four questions on mathematical ratios and probabilities and the number of correct answers
for each participant was summed and averaged over the four
questions to derive a score where higher scores represented
greater numeracy. Although the use of a calculator was not
permitted for the BNT segment of the study, participants were
provided with a pen and paper for their calculations.
To measure subjective numeracy, participants indicated their
perceived mathematical ability and comfort with numerical information using the Subjective Numeracy Scale (SNS, Fagerlin et al., 2007). Participants rated on eight questions the

extent to which they considered themselves proficient at mathematics (e.g., “How good are you at working with percentages?”) and their preference for numerical information (e.g.,
“When people tell you the chance of something happening, do
you prefer that they use words (it rarely happens) or numbers
(there’s a 1% chance)?”). The SNS was included in the present
study to test for psychological effects of self-perceived numeracy on decisions that require the comprehension of numerical
information.
Data analysis. Though we pre-registered this study at AsPredicted.org before data collection (https://aspredicted.org/
blind.php?x=ud2ir7), we altered the data analysis plan from
the pre-registration, so the analyses described here were not
pre-registered. However, we pre-registered the analyses described here for Study 2. Data was processed and analyzed using R (Version 4.2.0; R Core Team, 2021) and the R-packages
afex (Version 1.1.1; Singmann et al., 2021), BayesFactor
(Version 0.9.12.4.3; Morey & Rouder, 2018), bayestestR (Version 0.12.1; Makowski et al., 2019), broom (Version 0.8.0;
Robinson et al., 2021), emmeans (Version 1.7.4.1; Lenth,
2021), here (Version 1.0.1; Müller, 2020), lsr (Version 0.5.2;
Navarro, 2015), patchwork (Version 1.1.1; Pedersen, 2020),
and tidyverse (Version 1.3.1; Wickham et al., 2019).
To test for the effects of social influence on intertemporal
choice, we first aggregated non-social and social intertemporal
choices by participant and calculated the proportion of larger,
later options selected by each participant. We then conducted
a 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA to analyze participant responses for intertemporal choice questions across question
type (non-social and social) and social information condition (amount-focused, delay-focused, similar, and dissimilar).
Results of this analysis are reported as Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected values. In contrast, we used paired t-tests to compare participants’ (a) intertemporal choices across the amountfocused and delay-focused conditions of the non-social and
social intertemporal choice questions, (b) similarity judgment
predictions for non-social and social intertemporal choice
questions, and (c) similarity judgment and social information
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions. Paired
t-tests were used for these analyses because we were only
comparing the mean difference between two groups for each
analysis.
To assess whether social information could predict intertemporal choices better than participants’ personal similarity judgments, we first compared participants’ similarity judgment
predictions for non-social and social intertemporal choice
questions. We extracted intertemporal choice questions using
number pairs that participants had indicated as dissimilar for
amount and delay pairs in the reward amount and time delay
similarity judgment tasks respectively. From this data, we
next selected intertemporal choice questions where participants made opposing personal similarity judgments for reward
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amounts and time delays (e.g., participants judged reward
amounts to be dissimilar and time delays to be similar), and
social intertemporal choice questions that featured opposing
social information for similarity judgments (e.g., the social
information stated that reward amounts were dissimilar and
time delays were similar) so that intertemporal choice predictions could be made based on personal similarity judgments.
In contrast, to compare participants’ similarity judgment and
social information predictions for social intertemporal choice
questions, we selected only intertemporal choice questions
where the socially suggested similarity judgments conflicted
to allow for predictions to be made based on the presented
social information.
To investigate whether proneness to suggestibility moderates
the extent to which social influence affects similarity judgments and subsequent intertemporal choices, we first categorized participants according to their suggestibility level.
Participant scores from the suggestibility phase were calculated and the resulting suggestibility scores were used to dichotomize participants into either the high (above the median
suggestibility score) or low (below the median suggestibility
score) suggestibility groups (Gilman et al., 2014). We then
conducted separate 2x2 between-subjects ANOVAs for the
delay-focused and amount-focused social information conditions to compare participant choice proportions for the larger,
later option by suggestibility group.
To test the effects of numeracy on similarity judgments and intertemporal choice, we used generalized linear mixed-effects
models to examine the relationships between participants’
objective and subjective (self-reported) numeracy and similarity judgments. Models included similarity judgments as
the dependent variable, participants as a random effect, and
either participants’ objective numeracy or subjective numeracy scores as the fixed effect. To test the effect of numeracy
on intertemporal choice, we again used generalized linear
mixed-effects models to analyze the relationships between
participants’ objective and subjective numeracy and their preferences for the larger, later option in non-social intertemporal
choice questions. Models included intertemporal choices as
the dependent variable, participants as a random effect, and either participants’ objective numeracy or subjective numeracy
scores as the fixed effect.
In addition to frequentist statistics, we calculated Bayes factors (BF10 ) to assess the amount of evidence for the alternative
hypothesis (H1 ) relative to the null hypothesis (H0 ). Bayes
factors were interpreted based on Wagenmakers et al. (2018)
(see Table S4 for more detailed interpretations): BF10 > 3
provide evidence for H1 , BF10 < 1/3 provide evidence for H0 ,
1/3 < BF10 < 1 provide anecdotal evidence for H0 , and 1 <
BF10 < 3 provide anecdotal evidence for H1 . Bayes factors
for interactions were calculated by dividing Bayes factors for
the model containing main and interaction effects by Bayes
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factors for the model containing only main effects. Bayes factors for t-tests were calculated using the ttestBF function
from the BayesFactor R package (Morey et al., 2018) with the
default settings for the priors, or expected beliefs about the
data before analyses (default settings: Cauchy distributions
for effect sizes and noninformative/uniform distributions for
variance). For linear models, we calculated Bayes factors
by first extracting the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
for each fixed-effect model and the best-fitting random-effect
model. We then inputted the BIC values into Wagenmakers’
(2007) equation that converts BICs to Bayes factors: BF10 =
BICnull −BICalternative

2
e
. This approximation implicitly assumes a
unit information prior.

Results
Effect of social information on intertemporal choices. Results of our 2x4 repeated-measures ANOVA showed moderate evidence for no main effect of intertemporal choice
question type (F(1, 68) = 0.40, p = .527, η̂2G = .000, 90%
CI [.000, .029], BF10 = 0.13) and anecdotal evidence for no
main effect of social information condition on intertemporal
choice (F(2.61, 177.58) = 3.79, p = .015, η̂2G = .008, 90%
CI [.000, .024], BF10 = 0.88). There was moderate evidence
for an interaction effect between intertemporal choice question type and social information condition on intertemporal
choice (F(2.67, 181.48) = 4.73, p = .005, η̂2G = .008, 90%
CI [.000, .026], BF10 = 2.90; Figure 2).
As an exploratory analysis, we tested the effect of social
information condition on choice for non-social and social
intertemporal choice questions separately with two ANOVAs.
Results of this analysis indicated moderate evidence for no
difference in choices across social information conditions for
non-social intertemporal choice questions (F(2.89, 196.28) =
1.58, p = .197, η̂2G = .004, 90% CI [.000, .013], BF10 = 0.12)
and strong evidence for a difference in choices across social
information conditions for social intertemporal choice questions (F(2.34, 159.42) = 5.27, p = .004, η̂2G = .024, 90% CI
[.000, .057], BF10 = 12.98; Figure 2). These results suggest
that knowledge of other people’s similarity judgments for reward amounts and time delays affected participants’ similarity
judgments and subsequent intertemporal choices.
To ascertain whether socially suggested information for similarity judgments could shift intertemporal choices, we conducted paired t-tests to compare participant choices across
non-social and social intertemporal choice questions for the
amount-focused and delay-focused social information conditions. We analyzed the amount-focused and delay-focused
social information conditions because they allowed for specific choice predictions to be made using the similarity model.
For the amount-focused condition, participants were expected
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Figure 2. Proportion of participant choices for the larger, later option for non-social (left panel) and social (right panel) intertemporal choice
questions across the four social information conditions (dissimilar, amount-focused, delay-focused, and similar). Dots and error bars represent
mean values and 95% within-subject confidence intervals respectively. For boxplots, horizontal bars represent medians, boxes represent
interquartile ranges (25th - 75th percentile), and whiskers represent 1.5 times the interquartile range.

to choose the larger, later option more often for social compared to non-social intertemporal choice questions because
they would be making their choices based on the perceived
difference between reward amounts. Although participant
choices shifted in the predicted direction, the Bayes factor
suggested anecdotal evidence for no effect, MD = −0.05, 95%
CI [−0.09, 0.00], t(68) = −2.03, p = .046, Cohen’s d = 0.23,
BF10 = 0.91. For the delay-focused condition, participants
were expected to choose the smaller, sooner option more
often for social compared to non-social intertemporal choice
questions because they would be making their choices based
on the perceived difference between time delays. Though participant choices once again shifted in the predicted direction,
the Bayes factor suggested anecdotal evidence for no effect,
MD = 0.05, 95% CI [0.00, 0.10], t(68) = 1.98, p = .051, Cohen’s d = 0.22, BF10 = 0.83. However, participant choices
for the amount-focused and delay-focused conditions strongly
differed when only choices for social intertemporal choice
questions were considered (MD = 0.10, 95% CI [0.04, 0.16],
t(68) = 3.19, p = .002, Cohen’s d = 0.42, BF10 = 12.68), suggesting that different social similarity judgments differentially
shifted participants’ intertemporal choices.
Comparison of similarity judgment predictions for nonsocial and social intertemporal choice questions. To assess the effect of social information for similarity judgments on intertemporal choice, we compared the accuracy
with which participants’ personal similarity judgments could
predict their choices for non-social and social intertemporal choice questions. That is, we examined the extent to
which participants’ personal similarity judgments matched

the intertemporal choices they were expected to make. Participants were expected to prefer the larger, later option
if they indicated amount pairs to be dissimilar in the reward amount similarity judgment task and delay pairs to be
similar in the time delay similarity judgment task. When
participants initially judged amounts as dissimilar and delays as similar, we found extreme evidence that those judgments predicted both their choices for non-social (M = 0.73,
95% CI [0.67, 0.78], t(61) = 7.80, p < .001, BF10 > 100)
and social (M = 0.69, 95% CI [0.63, 0.75], t(61) = 6.27,
p < .001, BF10 > 100) intertemporal choice questions better
than chance. The predictive abilities for both types of intertemporal choice questions were not different from each other
(MD = 0.03, 95% CI [−0.02, 0.08], t(61) = 1.33, p = .189,
BF10 = 0.32; Figure 3a). In contrast, participants were expected to prefer the smaller, sooner option if they indicated
amount pairs to be similar in the reward amount similarity
judgment task and delay pairs to be dissimilar in the time
delay similarity judgment task. However, participants’ judgments of similar amounts and dissimilar delays did not predict
their choices for non-social intertemporal choice questions
(M = 0.50, 95% CI [0.44, 0.56], t(65) = −0.09, p = .928,
BF10 = 0.14), and there was only anecdotal evidence for
effects on social intertemporal choice questions (M = 0.42,
95% CI [0.36, 0.49], t(65) = −2.24, p = .028, BF10 = 1.39).
We also only found anecdotal evidence that these predictive abilities differed across non-social and social intertemporal choices (MD = 0.07, 95% CI [0.02, 0.13], t(65) = 2.57,
p = .012, BF10 = 2.80; Figure 3a). Taken together, these results suggest that similarity judgments predicted intertemporal
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choices well above chance level—regardless of the presence
of social information—when reward amounts were judged
dissimilar and time delays were judged similar. However, this
predictive ability of similarity judgments for intertemporal
choices fell short when reward amounts were judged similar
and time delays were judged dissimilar.
Comparison of similarity judgment and social information
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions. We
next compared the accuracy in which participants’ similarity
judgments and social information could predict their choices
for social intertemporal choice questions. That is, we assessed
whether their personal judgments or social information about
other’s judgments best predicted intertemporal choices. For
amount-focused questions, results showed extreme evidence
that the predictive ability of participants’ similarity judgments for social intertemporal choice questions was below
chance level (M = 0.33, 95% CI [0.29, 0.38], t(68) = −6.98,
p < .001, BF10 > 100), whereas the presented social information predicted participants’ choices at a better-thanchance level (M = 0.66, 95% CI [0.61, 0.72], t(68) = 6.24,
p < .001, BF10 > 100). This resulted in a difference in the
predictive abilities of both predictors (MD = −0.33, 95%
CI [−0.38, −0.28], t(68) = −12.79, p < .001, BF10 > 100;
Figure 3b). For delay-focused questions, results showed extreme evidence that participants’ similarity judgments did not
predict intertemporal choices better than chance (M = 0.21,
95% CI [0.16, 0.26], t(68) = −11.36, p < .001, BF10 > 100),
with anecdotal evidence that social information predicted
choices close to chance level (M = 0.44, 95% CI [0.38, 0.50],
t(68) = −2.00, p = .049, BF10 = 0.86). However, social
information predicted choice better than participants’ similarity judgments (MD = −0.22, 95% CI [−0.27, −0.18],
t(68) = −9.22, p < .001, BF10 > 100; Figure 3b). Considered together, these results suggest that social information can
predict choices for social intertemporal choice questions with
greater accuracy compared to participants’ similarity judgments across both social information conditions. However,
social information only predicted choices above chance level
for amount-focused questions.
Suggestibility effects on social influence. To test the effect
of suggestibility on social influence, we compared participants’ responses for the amount-focused and delay-focused
social information conditions by suggestibility level. For the
amount-focused condition, participants in the high suggestibility group were expected to choose the larger, later option in
social intertemporal choice questions (compared to non-social
intertemporal choice questions) more often than participants
in the low suggestibility group. Though the frequentist analysis of the results showed a shift from smaller, sooner to
larger, later intertemporal choice options between the two
suggestibility groups (F(1, 67) = 5.26, p = .025, η̂2G = .016,
90% CI [.000, .098], BF10 = 0.70), the Bayes factor suggested
anecdotal evidence that did not support this finding (Figure
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S1a). A post-hoc test using Tukey’s HSD revealed that participants in the high suggestibility group chose the larger,
later option more often in social compared to non-social intertemporal choice questions as predicted (∆M = −0.09, 95%
CI [−0.15, −0.03], t(67) = −3.09, p = .003). In contrast, a
pairwise comparison for participants in the low suggestibility
group suggested that they did not choose the larger, later
option more often in social compared to non-social intertemporal choice questions (∆M = 0.01, 95% CI [−0.06, 0.08],
t(67) = 0.30, p = .765).
For the delay-focused condition, participants in the high suggestibility group were expected to choose the smaller, sooner
option in social intertemporal choice questions (compared to
non-social intertemporal choice questions) more often than
participants in the low suggestibility group. Results yielded
moderate evidence for no difference in shifts from larger,
later to smaller, sooner intertemporal choices between the two
suggestibility groups (F(1, 67) = 0.00, p = .991, η̂2G = .000,
90% CI [.000, .000], BF10 = 0.27; Figure S1b). Collectively,
while the shifts in participant choices across intertemporal
choice questions seem to suggest that suggestibility affects
social information effects on similarity judgments and subsequent intertemporal choices when the larger, later option is
the socially suggested option, more evidence is required to
support this conclusion.
Numeracy effects on similarity judgments and intertemporal choices. Participants with higher objective and subjective numeracy scores were expected to judge a lower proportion of number pairs in each similarity judgment task as
similar compared to participants with lower scores. In terms
of objective numeracy, participants did not differ in similarity judgments based on their objective numeracy scores for
both amount (χ2 (1) = 0.01, p = .929, BF10 = 0.02) and delay
(χ2 (1) = 0.44, p = .508, BF10 = 0.02) similarity judgment
tasks (Figure S2a). Similarly, in terms of subjective numeracy,
participants high in subjective numeracy did not judge number
pairs as less similar compared to those low in subjective numeracy for both amount (χ2 (1) = 0.41, p = .524, BF10 = 0.02)
and delay (χ2 (1) = 0.83, p = .362, BF10 = 0.03) similarity
judgments tasks (Figure S2b). Contrary to our prediction
that individuals with higher numeracy would judge values in
number pairs as less similar compared to those with lower
numeracy, our results showed that numeracy did not affect
similarity judgments.
Besides testing for differences in similarity judgments for
reward amounts and time delays, we tested participant preferences for the larger, later option in non-social intertemporal
choice questions according to numeracy. Participants with
higher numeracy were predicted to prefer the larger, later option more often in non-social intertemporal choice questions
compared to participants with lower numeracy because highly
numerate individuals should be less influenced by option fram-
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Figure 3. Proportion of intertemporal choices predicted by participants’ reward amount and time delay similarity judgments in the amountfocused (left panels) and delay-focused (right panels) conditions. (a) The “personal predicts non-social” boxplots represent similarity
judgment predictions for non-social intertemporal choice questions while the “personal predicts social” boxplots represent similarity judgment
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions. (b) The “personal predicts social” boxplots represent participants’ similarity judgment
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions while the “social predicts social” boxplots represent presented social information’s
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions. Dashed lines represent choice predictions at chance (i.e., 50 percent) level, while
dots and error bars represent mean values and 95% within-subject confidence intervals respectively. For boxplots, horizontal bars represent
medians, boxes represent interquartile ranges (25th - 75th percentile), and whiskers represent 1.5 times the interquartile range.

ing effects and therefore prefer the option with the greater
reward amount (Cokely et al., 2012; Peters, 2012; Ghazal et
al., 2014). Participants with higher numeracy scores did not
choose the larger, later option more often compared to participants with lower scores for both objective numeracy (χ2 (1)
= 0.13, p = .716, BF10 = 0.02; Figure S3a) and subjective
numeracy (χ2 (1) = 0.00, p = .955, BF10 = 0.02; Figure S3b).
Thus, participants with higher numeracy did not prefer the
larger, later option in intertemporal choice questions more
often than those with lower numeracy.
Discussion
The present study offers preliminary evidence that social information can affect intertemporal choice by shifting similarity judgments. Specifically, participants’ intertemporal
choices varied when they viewed different social information that presented similarity judgments for reward amounts
and time delays. Follow-up analyses revealed that participants’ personal similarity judgments predicted their choices
for non-social and social intertemporal choice questions at
better than chance levels when they judged amounts to be
dissimilar and delays to be similar, but not when they judged
amounts to be similar and delays to be dissimilar. In contrast,
social information predicted participants’ choices for social intertemporal choice questions at greater than chance levels only

when participants viewed social information that suggested
amounts to be dissimilar and delays to be similar. Further,
suggestibility may moderate the effect of social information
on intertemporal choice when the larger, later option is the
socially suggested option. Finally, numeracy affected neither
participants’ similarity judgments nor intertemporal choices.
A limitation of the present study was the high attrition rate
that greatly reduced the participant sample size. This resulted in only anecdotal evidence for some analyses, which
suggested a need for more evidence to distinguish between
hypotheses. The repetitive nature of the similarity judgment
and intertemporal choice questions, coupled with the large
number of questions for each task could have led participants
to lose interest in the study as it progressed, thus increasing
the probability of them failing attention check questions and
the likelihood of making intertemporal choices at random so
they could complete the study quickly.
Study 2: Replication
The aim of the present study was to replicate the findings
from Study 1 using a reduced number of intertemporal choice
questions so that more specific conclusions could be reached
on how social information affects intertemporal choice. To
achieve this, we used only questions from the two social
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information conditions that allowed for intertemporal choice
predictions to be made (i.e., the delay-focused and amountfocused social information conditions).

Methods
Participants and procedures. Participants were 86 undergraduates (63 women, 22 men, 1 unspecified; Mage = 19.38,
SD = 1.40) recruited from the undergraduate psychology study
pool at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln who participated
for course research credit from February to October 2019.
The majority of participants were white (77%; see Table S1
for detailed description). Data from an additional 67 participants were excluded from analyses because these participants
either failed attention check questions that were embedded
throughout the study or had nearly exclusive preferences for
one option for similarity judgment and intertemporal choice
questions.
The procedure for the present study was identical to that of
Study 1 with the exception of a reduced number of social
intertemporal choice questions in the intertemporal choice
phase. Like Study 1, participants viewed the same number of
social intertemporal choice questions that stated (1) reward
amounts were judged dissimilar but time delays were judged
similar (amount-focused condition), and (2) reward amounts
were judged similar but time delays were judged dissimilar (delay-focused condition). Unlike Study 1, participants
viewed only four questions that stated either both reward
amounts and time delays were judged similar or both reward
amounts and time delays were judged dissimilar because these
questions merely served as distractors in the present study.
Data analysis. The present study was pre-registered at AsPredicted.org before data collection (https://aspredicted.org/
blind.php?x=ge9if5). Analyses for the effects of social information on intertemporal choice, and suggestibility and
numeracy effects on social influence were the same as those
for Study 1.

Results
Effect of social information on intertemporal choices.
Results of our 2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA revealed
moderate and anecdotal evidence for no main effect for intertemporal choice question type (F(1, 85) = 1.92, p = .170,
η̂2G = .002, 90% CI [.000, .042], BF10 = 0.26) or social information condition on intertemporal choices (F(1, 85) = 3.89,
p = .052, η̂2G = .004, 90% CI [.000, .055], BF10 = 0.88) respectively. There was strong evidence for an interaction effect
between intertemporal choice question type and social information condition on intertemporal choice (F(1, 85) = 11.06,
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p = .001, η̂2G = .010, 90% CI [.000, .073], BF10 = 22.37; Figure 4). A post-hoc test using Tukey’s HSD showed that participants chose the larger, later option more often in the amountfocused condition for social intertemporal choice questions
(∆M = −0.06, 95% CI [−0.09, −0.03], t(85) = −3.58, p =
.001).
We next conducted paired t-tests to compare participant
choices across the amount-focused and delay-focused conditions of the non-social and social intertemporal choice
tasks. For the amount-focused condition, there was very
strong evidence that participants chose the larger, later option
more often for social compared to non-social intertemporal choice questions (MD = −0.06, 95% CI [−0.09, −0.03],
t(85) = −3.58, p = .001, Cohen’s d = 0.29, BF10 = 39.47).
For the delay-focused condition, there was moderate evidence that participants did not choose the smaller, sooner
option more often for social compared to non-social intertemporal choice questions (MD = 0.03, 95% CI [−0.01, 0.06],
t(85) = 1.35, p = .180, Cohen’s d = 0.12, BF10 = 0.29).
However, participant choices for the amount-focused and
delay-focused conditions strongly differed when only choices
for social intertemporal choice questions were considered
(MD = 0.07, 95% CI [0.03, 0.11], t(85) = 3.16, p = .002,
Cohen’s d = 0.32, BF10 = 11.71), suggesting that opposing
social similarity judgments differentially shifted participants’
intertemporal choices.
Comparison of similarity judgment predictions for nonsocial and social intertemporal choice questions. Participants were expected to prefer the larger, later option if
they indicated amount pairs to be dissimilar in the reward
amount similarity judgment task and delay pairs to be similar
in the time delay similarity judgment task (amount-focused
condition). There was extreme evidence that participants’
similarity judgments predicted both their choices for nonsocial (M = 0.73, 95% CI [0.67, 0.78], t(76) = 8.25, p < .001,
BF10 > 100) and social (M = 0.76, 95% CI [0.71, 0.81],
t(76) = 10.52, p < .001, BF10 > 100) intertemporal choice
questions above chance level, and moderate evidence that
the predictive abilities for both types of questions did not
differ from each other (MD = −0.03, 95% CI [−0.08, 0.02],
t(76) = −1.15, p = .252, BF10 = 0.24; Figure 5a). In contrast, participants were expected to prefer the smaller, sooner
option if they indicated amount pairs to be similar in the
reward amount similarity judgment task and delay pairs to be
dissimilar in the time delay similarity judgment task (delayfocused condition). Results yielded moderate evidence that
participants’ similarity judgments did not predict choices for
non-social intertemporal choice questions (M = 0.51, 95%
CI [0.45, 0.57], t(79) = 0.29, p = .770, BF10 = 0.13) and
anecdotal evidence that similarity judgments did not predict
social intertemporal choice questions (M = 0.45, 95% CI
[0.38, 0.52], t(79) = −1.51, p = .135, BF10 = 0.37) above
chance level. However, there was anecdotal evidence that par-
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p < .001, BF10 > 100; Figure 5b).
In contrast, social information was expected to predict participants’ preferences for smaller, sooner options for delayfocused social intertemporal choice questions. Results
showed extreme evidence that neither participants’ similarity
judgments (M = 0.25, 95% CI [0.21, 0.28], t(85) = −14.54,
p < .001, BF10 > 100) nor presented social information
(M = 0.40, 95% CI [0.36, 0.45], t(85) = −4.06, p < .001,
BF10 > 100) predicted choices for social intertemporal choice
questions better than chance though there was extreme evidence that social information was a better predictor than
participants’ similarity judgments (MD = −0.16, 95% CI
[−0.19, −0.13], t(85) = −9.91, p < .001, BF10 > 100; Figure 5b). Together, these results replicate those of Study 1
where social information predicted intertemporal choices at
better than chance level when reward amounts were suggested
to be dissimilar and time delays similar, and that social information better predicted social intertemporal choices compared
to participants’ personal similarity judgments.
Figure 4. Proportion of participant choices for the larger, later option
for non-social (left panel) and social (right panel) intertemporal
choice questions for the amount-focused and delay-focused social
information conditions. Dots and error bars represent mean values
and 95% within-subject confidence intervals respectively. Boxplots
show the range of values and values at the 25th percentile, 50th
percentile (median) and 75th percentile.

ticipants’ similarity judgments better predicted their choices
for non-social compared to social intertemporal choice questions (MD = 0.06, 95% CI [0.00, 0.12], t(79) = 2.07, p =
.042, BF10 = 0.92; Figure 5a). Collectively, these results
replicate those of Study 1 where similarity judgments predicted intertemporal choices well above chance level in the
amount-focused condition (i.e., when reward amounts are
judged dissimilar and time delays are judged similar), but not
in the delay-focused condition (i.e., when reward amounts are
judged similar and time delays are judged dissimilar).
Comparison of similarity judgment and social information predictions for social intertemporal choice questions.
Social information was expected to predict participants’ preferences for larger, later options for amount-focused social
intertemporal choice questions. Results showed extreme
evidence that the predictive ability of participants’ similarity judgments for social intertemporal choice questions
was below chance level (M = 0.37, 95% CI [0.32, 0.42],
t(85) = −5.63, p < .001, BF10 > 100) and extreme evidence that the presented social information predicted participants’ choices at above chance level (M = 0.66, 95% CI
[0.62, 0.71], t(85) = 6.95, p < .001, BF10 > 100). This resulted in a difference in the predictive abilities of both predictors (MD = −0.29, 95% CI [−0.34, −0.25], t(85) = −12.25,

Suggestibility effects on social influence. To test the effect
of suggestibility on social influence, we compared participants’ responses for the amount-focused and delay-focused social information conditions by suggestibility level. There was
moderate evidence that participants in the high suggestibility
group did not choose the predicted options more often compared to those in the low suggestibility group for both the
amount-focused (F(1, 84) = 1.73, p = .192, η̂2G = .003, 90%
CI [.000, .050], BF10 = 0.26; Figure S4a) and delay-focused
(F(1, 84) = 0.79, p = .378, η̂2G = .002, 90% CI [.000, .041],
BF10 = 0.25; Figure S4b) conditions. These results suggest
that suggestibility does not affect susceptibility to social influence.
Numeracy effects on similarity judgments and intertemporal choices. In terms of objective numeracy, participants
with higher objective numeracy scores did not judge number
pairs to be less similar compared to participants with lower
scores for both amount (χ2 (1) = 1.29, p = .255, BF10 = 0.04)
and delay (χ2 (1) = 3.72, p = .054, BF10 = 0.14) similarity
judgment tasks (Figure S5a). Likewise, in terms of subjective numeracy, participants high in subjective numeracy did
not judge number pairs as less similar compared to those
low in subjective numeracy for both amount (χ2 (1) = 0.80,
p = .371, BF10 = 0.03) and delay (χ2 (1) = 0.51, p = .476,
BF10 = 0.03) similarity judgment tasks (Figure S5b). Though
the frequentist analysis showed that participants with higher
objective numeracy preferred the larger, later option more
often compared to participants with lower objective numeracy,
the Bayes factor suggested moderate evidence that did not
support this finding (χ2 (1) = 4.42, p = .036, BF10 = 0.17;
Figure S6a). Participants with higher subjective numeracy,
however, again did not prefer the larger, later option more
than those with lower subjective numeracy (χ2 (1) = 0.15, p =
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Figure 5. Proportion of intertemporal choices predicted by participants’ reward amount and time delay similarity judgments in the amountfocused (left panels) and delay-focused (right panels) conditions. (a) The “personal predicts non-social” boxplots represent similarity
judgment predictions for non-social intertemporal choice questions while the “personal predicts social” boxplots represent similarity judgment
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions. (b) The “personal predicts social” boxplots represent participants’ similarity judgment
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions while the “social predicts social” boxplots represent presented social information’s
predictions for social intertemporal choice questions. Dashed lines represent choice predictions at chance (i.e., 50 percent) level, while
dots and error bars represent mean values and 95% within-subject confidence intervals respectively. For boxplots, horizontal bars represent
medians, boxes represent interquartile ranges (25th - 75th percentile), and whiskers represent 1.5 times the interquartile range.

.695, BF10 = 0.02; Figure S6b). Taken together, these results
suggest that numeracy did not affect similarity judgments or
preferences for the larger, later option in intertemporal choice
questions.
Discussion
The results from Study 2 support those of Study 1 in that
participant intertemporal choices varied when they viewed
social information for similarity judgments that suggested
a particular option. Specifically, participant choices shifted
in the predicted direction only when reward amounts were
suggested to be dissimilar and time delays were suggested
to be similar. Additionally, participants’ personal similarity
judgments again predicted their choices for non-social and
social intertemporal choice questions at better than chance
level when they judged amounts to be dissimilar and delays to
be similar, but not when they judged amounts to be similar and
delays to be dissimilar. In terms of social information’s ability
to predict participant choices for social intertemporal choice
questions, the results from Study 2 replicated those of Study
1 where social information predicted participant choices only
when participants viewed social information that suggested
amounts to be dissimilar and delays to be similar. Collectively,
these results suggest that though participants’ personal similarity judgments can predict intertemporal choices (regardless

of the presence of social information), and social information
can predict choices for social intertemporal choice questions
above chance level, these effects are only found when reward
amounts are the point of focus in intertemporal choices. Finally, individual suggestibility did not moderate the effect of
social information on intertemporal choices and numeracy did
not affect participant similarity judgments and intertemporal
choices.

Study 3: Effects of social influence on similarity
judgments

Though the results from Studies 1 and 2 suggest that social
information for similarity judgments can lead to changes in intertemporal choices, these studies only measured participants’
intertemporal choices with and without the presence of social
information for similarity judgments, leaving the question
of whether intertemporal choices shifted due to changes in
participants’ personal similarity judgments. Thus, we conducted a third study to investigate whether social information
for similarity judgments would lead participants to alter their
personal similarity judgments to match the socially suggested
ones.
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Methods
Participants and procedures. Participants were 65 undergraduates (47 women, 16 men, 2 unspecified; Mage = 18.70,
SD = 1.05) recruited through the undergraduate psychology
study pool at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln from August
to November 2020. The majority of participants were white
(71%; see Table S1 for detailed description). Data from eight
additional participants were excluded from analyses because
these participants either failed attention check questions that
were embedded in the similarity judgment tasks or had nearly
exclusive preferences for either the “similar” or “dissimilar”
option (greater than 95%) in similarity judgment tasks.
Participants first completed a non-social version of the similarity judgment task followed by a social version for both
reward amounts and time delays. Similar to Studies 1 and 2,
each similarity judgment task consisted of 24 number pairs
that were framed in either reward amounts or time delays that
had similarity ratings between 40 to 60 percent from previous
participants. In the non-social version of the task, participants indicated whether they found number pairs similar or
dissimilar. They next completed the social version of the
task where they viewed the same number pairs accompanied
by the similarity judgments of previous participants before
indicating again whether they found each pair similar or dissimilar. The order of questions for each similarity judgment
task and order of similarity judgment task type were randomized across participants. After completing the similarity
judgment tasks, participants completed the Multidimensional
Iowa Suggestibility Scale, Berlin Numeracy Test, Subjective
Numeracy Scale, and demographics, and received research
credit for their participation in the study.
Data analysis. The present study was pre-registered at AsPredicted.org before data collection (https://aspredicted.org/
blind.php?x=7xj46i). To test the hypothesis on the effect of
social information on similarity judgments, we used a generalized linear mixed-effects model where participant was
entered as a random effect to the model while social information condition (no social information or social information
present) and similarity judgment task type (reward amount or
time delay) were entered as fixed effects to predict similarity
judgments. To find the best-fitting model for our data, we
first tested the various fixed effects together with the random
effect model. We then eliminated non-significant effects before using a nested model comparison (likelihood ratio test)
to select the best-fitting model.
To test the relationship between participants’ self-reported
susceptibility to suggestion and number of pairs judged similar in the similarity judgments tasks, we used a generalized
linear mixed-effects model with participant entered as a random effect and social information condition and suggestibility
level as fixed effects to predict similarity judgments. Finally,

generalized linear mixed-effects models were also used to
examine the relationships between participants’ objective and
subjective numeracy scores and the number of similarity judgments they made in the similarity judgments tasks. Both of
these models included participant as a random effect and either participants’ objective numeracy or subjective numeracy
scores as the fixed effect in the model.
Results
Effect of social information on similarity judgments. To
test the effect of social information on similarity judgments,
we first categorized participant responses in the social information present condition according to whether the social information suggested that number pairs were similar or dissimilar.
This allowed us to track whether participants switched their
personal similarity judgments for number pairs (as indicated
in the non-social version of the similarity judgment task) to
match the socially suggested similarity judgments. When
number pairs were suggested to be similar in the social information present condition, the fixed effect of social information
condition (χ2 (1) = 22.06, p < .001, BF10 > 100) and the interaction between social information condition and similarity
judgment task type (χ2 (2) = 22.65, p < .001, BF10 = 1.49)
improved the fit of the random effect model (Figure 6a). In
contrast, the inclusion of similarity judgment task type did
not improve the fit of the random effect model (BF10 = 0.13).
These results suggest that providing social information conveying similarity increased participants’ frequency of judging
number pairs as similar for both reward amounts and time
delays.
When number pairs were suggested to be dissimilar in the
social information present condition, the fixed effect of social
information condition (χ2 (1) = 35.99, p < .001, BF10 > 100)
and the interaction between social information condition
and similarity judgment task type (χ2 (2) = 36.65, p < .001,
BF10 > 100) improved the fit of the random effect model
(Figure 6b). In contrast, the inclusion of similarity judgment
task type did not improve the fit of the random effect model
(BF10 = 0.02). Together, these results suggest that participants switched their similarity judgments to match the socially suggested similarity judgments in the social version of
the similarity judgment task regardless of whether they were
judging similarity for reward amount or time delay number
pairs.
Suggestibility effects on social influence. To test whether
suggestibility moderated the effect of social influence on similarity judgments, we again first categorized participant responses in the social information present condition according
to the presented social information (i.e., whether number pairs
were suggested to be similar or dissimilar). Participants high
in suggestibility were not more influenced by social infor-
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Figure 6. Proportion of number pairs judged similar by participants when the social information suggested that number pairs were (a) similar
and (b) dissimilar. The left panels represent judgments in the reward amount similarity judgment task while the right panels represent
judgments in the time delay similarity judgment task. Dots and error bars represent mean values and 95% within-subject confidence intervals
respectively. For boxplots, horizontal bars represent medians, boxes represent interquartile ranges (25th - 75th percentile), and whiskers
represent 1.5 times the interquartile range.

mation in the social version of the similarity judgment tasks
compared to participants low in suggestibility when number
pairs were either suggested to be similar (χ2 (2) = 2.20, p
= .333, BF10 < 0.01) or dissimilar (χ2 (2) = 0.83, p = .660,
BF10 < 0.01; Figure 7).
Numeracy effects on similarity judgments. In terms of
objective numeracy, participants with higher objective numeracy scores judged the values in number pairs as more similar
compared to participants with lower scores (χ2 (1) = 13.74,
p = < .001, BF10 = 12.04; Figure 8a). Subjective numeracy,
however, did not affect similarity judgments for number pairs
(χ2 (1) = 0.01, p = .918, BF10 = 0.01; Figure 8b).
Discussion
The present study aimed to determine if social information
about similarity judgments caused people to alter their personal similarity judgments to match the socially suggested
ones. Results revealed this to be the case for both judgments
of reward amount and time delay number pairs, and that this
effect was impervious to individual suggestibility level. Additionally, participants with higher objective numeracy scores
tended to judge number pairs to be similar compared to participants with lower numeracy scores. However, finding an
overall effect of social information on similarity judgments
suggests that social information is powerful enough to shift
people’s similarity judgments regardless of their numeracy
level. The present study thus provides a potential mechanism

Figure 7. Proportion of number pairs judged similar by participants
for each social information condition. The left panel represents
similarity judgments for participants in the high suggestibility group
while the right panel represents judgments for participants in the
low suggestibility group. Dots and error bars represent mean values
and 95% within-subject confidence intervals respectively. For boxplots, horizontal bars represent medians, boxes represent interquartile ranges (25th - 75th percentile), and whiskers represent 1.5 times
the interquartile range.
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Figure 8. Proportion of number pairs judged similar by participants according to (a) objective numeracy scores and (b) subjective numeracy
levels.

for the results obtained in Studies 1 and 2.
General Discussion
Receiving social information about other people’s similarity
judgments for reward amounts and time delays appears to
influence personal similarity judgments and subsequent intertemporal choices. Specifically, participant intertemporal
choices shifted to match the socially suggested options in
the amount-focused condition where they viewed similarity
judgments from others that stated reward amounts were dissimilar and time delays were similar. Moreover, participants’
personal similarity judgments predicted their non-social intertemporal choices at better than chance level in the amountfocused condition and this finding was echoed when the same
social information combination was used to predict participants’ choices for social intertemporal choice questions. We
found evidence to support that these shifts in intertemporal
choices were due to participants changing their similarity
judgments to align with the socially suggested similarity judgments. Lastly, individual suggestibility and numeracy did
not moderate the effects of social influence on intertemporal
choices. While suggestibility did not affect similarity judgments, we found that only participants higher in objective
numeracy judged number pairs more similar compared to
those with lower objective numeracy.
Implications
We found that receiving information from others about similarity judgments that promote the larger, later reward can

influence one’s own decision to choose the larger, later reward. These results support the similarity model of intertemporal choice—the notion that similarity judgments have direct
effects on intertemporal choice (Leland, 2002; Rubinstein,
2003; Stevens, 2016). This mechanism of choice predicts that
factors that influence similarity judgments can indirectly influence intertemporal choices (Figure 1). Therefore, decision
environments can be designed to leverage these factors that
shape choice.
Impulsive preferences can detrimentally affect intertemporal
decisions ranging from personal finance to environmental
sustainability (Hirsh et al., 2015; e.g., Knoll et al., 2015). The
ability to shift people’s preferences towards the less impulsive
option by showing them the similarity judgments of others
that promote the larger, later reward could thus potentially
help people avoid the temptation of impulsive outcomes and
make better intertemporal choices on individual and societal
levels. However, waiting for a larger reward may not always
be the best choice, especially when visceral factors such as
physical hunger threaten the overall well-being of the individual (Loewenstein, 1996) or receipt of the future reward is
uncertain (Rick & Loewenstein, 2008). So, while providing
social information may help reduce impulsive choice, this
may not be appropriate in all situations.
Finally, our results extend findings on choice preferences
to the intertemporal choice domain. We show that people
are likely to shift their similarity judgments for amount and
delay pairs to match those of others. However, our finding
that participants only shifted their intertemporal choices in
the amount-focused condition and not in the delay-focused
condition suggests that the adoption of a socially suggested
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option may not be as automatic of a process as suggested by
Huh et al. (2014), at least for the domain of intertemporal
choice. Thus, those who may want to help others in making
better choices for the long term should take note of the extent
of the effectiveness of such implicitly established options.
Potential issues and limitations
Though we found that participants modified their similarity
judgments to match those suggested by others, this did not
translate to a shift in intertemporal choices in the same manner. Specifically, participants only shifted their intertemporal choices when the socially suggested option was amountfocused. A possible reason why this social influence effect
did not occur for the delay-focused condition could be due to
the relatively small effect sizes of social information shifting
intertemporal choices by 5-6 percentage points. Though social information exerts an influence, the size of the effect is
relatively small.
Another reason why people did not choose the smaller, sooner
option when they saw delay-focused similarity judgments
could be because people show increased future orientation as
they reach late adolescence (Steinberg et al., 2009; Göllner
et al., 2018). That is, people’s propensities to think about
their future selves, plan ahead of time, and imagine the consequences of their future actions can lead them to prefer larger,
later rewards over smaller, sooner ones. Since our participants
were undergraduates whose ages were representative of people in their late adolescence and early adulthood, our results
thus align with the notion that people have increased future
orientation as they age.
We used monetary amounts as the reward outcome for our
intertemporal choice questions. Non-monetary outcomes are
discounted more steeply compared to monetary ones (Odum
& Rainaud, 2003; Estle et al., 2007; Odum et al., 2020).
However, people who steeply discount for one type of outcome tend to also do so for a variety of outcomes (Odum,
2011; Odum et al., 2020). Based on these findings, it would
be interesting to explore whether the social influence effect
we found would similarly affect non-monetary outcomes as
intertemporal choice contexts can range from choosing what
to eat to deciding whether to use substances. Relatedly, we
framed our intertemporal choice outcomes as gains that participants could receive. The sign effect posits that people
discount gains and losses in intertemporal choice differently,
with gains being discounted more heavily than losses regardless of choice domain (Thaler, 1981; Estle et al., 2006, 2007;
Hardisty & Weber, 2009; Hardisty et al., 2013; Stevens, 2016).
Thus, future research should explore whether presenting social information that promotes a choice option featuring a loss
outcome over another loss option would influence choice like
in the present research.
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We predicted that suggestibility would moderate the effects of
social information on similarity judgments and intertemporal
choices based on research that posited suggestibility as a
moderating factor of the social influence effect (Gilman et
al., 2014). However, we did not find this effect. One reason
why we did not find suggestibility effects could be due to
differences in analyses; Gilman et al. (2014) calculated discounting scores by taking the difference between the number
of smaller, sooner choices that participants made in the condition where they saw others choose the larger, later option
and the condition where they saw others choose the smaller,
sooner option. In contrast, we calculated the proportion of
participants’ choices for the larger, later option for each social
information condition. Differences in the measurement of
intertemporal choice preferences could have thus affected the
analysis of suggestibility effects on social influence.
We also predicted that more numerate participants would
make fewer similarity judgments in the similarity judgment
tasks and prefer the larger, later option in the intertemporal choice task based on work that found highly numerate
individuals were less susceptible to option framing effects
(Peters, 2012; Ghazal et al., 2014). However, we found that
participants higher in objective numeracy made more similarity judgments compared to participants with lower objective
numeracy. A possible reason why numeracy did not moderate similarity judgments could be that asking participants
to rate monetary amount and time delay pairs on their own
did not provide participants with sufficient context to make
informed judgments. Providing participants with context for
the number pairs they have to make judgments for (e.g., by
asking them to imagine themselves receiving one of the two
monetary amounts) could thus affect their similarity judgments. Finally, our finding that more numerate participants
did not prefer the larger, later intertemporal choice option is in
line with research that found either a weak or no relationship
between numeracy and preference for the larger, later option
in intertemporal choice (Sobkow et al., 2019; Bačová & Šrol,
2021). This suggests that numeracy effects on intertemporal choice preferences may not be robust across studies and
should be examined carefully.
Conclusions
Decisions seldom occur in silos. People regularly make decisions with social information available, which makes them
susceptible to social influence. The present research investigated how observing information about others’ similarity
judgments affects one’s judgments and subsequent intertemporal choices. We showed that people were influenced by
others through their similarity judgments to modify their own
intertemporal choices when reward outcomes were judged
to be different from each other. We also found evidence to
support that these shifts in intertemporal choices happened
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through the mechanism of similarity judgments. Collectively,
our results suggest that intertemporal choice preferences can
be indirectly established by showing people the similarity
judgments of those around them.
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